
Baking and Craft Class –
Sherin Bowen Lending Library

October 27th and 28th  



Candy jar made of corrugated paper
Craft class was fun because the children learned how to make candy jar
using corrugated paper. Nine children between 10 and 12 years old
assisted the activity organized by Karla and Jael. The class ran very
well and all participants enjoyed cutting and gluing all the pieces to have
the product done. To make the ties they used ribbon to decorate the
candy jar.
Thanks to the Organization for supporting us with the materials and
Karla for teaching us this course. At the end of the activity, the children
were satisfied because they finished the candy jar successfully.



¨I really enjoyed the class because this time we used a
different type of paper and we did a can jar. My candy jar
was pretty actually, I am thinking that with my parents´s
support I am going to do more as a Christmas gift for my
family and friends. Also, I would like for the last class to
learn how to make a snow man using plastic cups and trees
made of cloth to decorate Christmas. I am grateful with
Karla and Jael for teaching us to make this craftwork and
giving us the time to explain the process using different
materials. ¨Michelle Canales

¨The candy jar was easy and practical to do. I
liked to cut the paper and get the form of the
vase. Thank you for supporting us in our learning
development.¨ Nataly Gutiérrez

¨I liked the process that we follow to make the
candy jar. Mrs. Nuñez explained to us step by
step how we could cut the paper and glue the
ties on the box. At the end, I got a pretty candy
jar.¨ Denis Jarquin



¨In the craft class we made a candy jar 
with Mrs. Nunez  and Jael. I liked the 
activity because the teacher supported us 
and was patience with us all the time. I 
liked that part when we cut the paper 
and glued the ties on the box. My candy 
jar was pretty ! I am thankful to W/N 
partners for developing projects for our 
learning development in 
Nicaragua. ¨Tatiana Gutiérrez

¨I thank God for giving me this day and the
opportunity to be here in the organization with my
friends, Mrs. Nuñez and Mrs. Medina. Thank you
to the donors from Wisconsin that provided the
materials and resources that we needed. The
candy jar that I made was easy because we use
silicone glue sticks and ribbons to decorate the
box. I think the paper that we used was perfect for
this product. I love it.¨ Chelcin González



PIZZA FILLED WITH MOZARELLA CHEESE 

October 28th 2016 we had the ninth bakery class with children from Sherin
Bowen Library. Ten children assisted the activity , they were excited and happy
because they love pizza filled with mozzarella cheese. Karla explained step by
step how to use the ingredients and the measurement needed during the
process. Some children helped to prepare the sauce while others measured
the flour and mixed the rest of the ingredients. Then, they prepared the dough
getting a smooth texture. After that, the edges of the pizza were filled with
cheese and ham on the middle of the pizza. Finally, the kids helped to bake
the pizza and tasted a delicious pizza!



Comments from students

¨I really liked the pizza class
especially when I kneaded
the flour. I love to eat
desserts and pizza.¨

¨Well I liked the whole class that
Mrs Nuñez provided; I got so
excited when we made the pizza.
I thank the organization and
donors from Wisconsin that make
this learning activity possible.¨



¨I like to be creative when I am cooking
because I like to taste new recipes. The pizza
that we made filled with mozzarella cheese
was awesome. Cooking help us to know
more about new ingredients and meals. I
loved making pizza. It was delicious! ¨

¨I loved the bakery class because Mrs. Nuñez has 
taught us to have all kitchen utensils clean and 
always use the chef hat. I liked when we added 
the ingredients in the pizza and baked it. I am 

grateful to Wisconsin for the donations that make 
possible this class¨



¨I am happy because the learning activity
that we had today was how to make pizza
filled with cheese in the edges. It was
delicious! Thanks to this project that makes
possible this class to learn a new an
occupation for our future.¨

¨The whole class was instructive, we prepared the pizza,
cut the vegetables and blended it. I liked making pizza
with my friends, Karla and Jael´s help. I am grateful to
them for the patience that they have to teach us, also to
the donors from Wisconsin for this achievement. ¨



Making pizza activity was a success because we accomplished our main goal
to have children being able to prepare the pizza following the recipes by
themselves. We are finishing the Bakery project and the students feel very
happy for the knowledge that they have been gotten. They know they are
capable of preparing their own healthy and hygienically food. Thank you to
Wisconsin for donating the money for our children in Nicaragua.
Thank you!

Jael Medina 



Evaluation
October 27th we made the Candy jar where the children demonstrated their
creativity and management of the corrugated paper and silicone guns to get the
candy jar done. I congratulate the kids for their hard work and dedication in our
crafts classes . All these classes help them in their psychomotor and emotional
development as an individual. I am grateful to the organization in Wisconsin and
Nicaragua for their love and dedication with the children.¨
Reading is an incredible experience in the children´s lives. ¨

In the bakery class we cooked a pizza with ham. It's worthy to mention
that boys and girls were only with my supervision and guide to prepare the
tomatoes sauce, dough and filling the pasta. Later, they baked the pizza
filling the edges with cheese and the rest of the pizza was prepared with
ham. It was delicious.!
Thanks to God for letting me support and help to share my knowledge and
teach the bakery class to children in Nicaragua.



Three girls Naomi, Michel and Raiza were the people who prepared the natural
tomatoes sauce to make the pizza and it was delicious! The girls were capable of
following the recipe by their own only with Jael´s supervision. Jael is really good
cooking the products that we have been doing during this time.
Karla Nuñez (Bakery and cooking teacher)
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